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Downtown Los Angeles (DTLA) is undergoing immense growth at an accelerated rate. Since fvs*/i$wr)wh* 
2012, the Department of Building and Safety has issued permits for over 10,000 housing units, 
many of which are currently under construction. By 2040, the area is estimated to be home to
125,000 additional residents, or 190,000 total residents.

MOTION (15-0547-S5)

In light of the anticipated growth, Councilmember Jose Huizar has introduced a series of motions 
as part of the DTLA Forward initiative aimed at improving mobility options for DTLA. These 
include the development of a standardized tree palette for key corridors, implementation of 
leading pedestrian intervals, and analyzing street reconfiguration opportunities (see CF 15-0547), 
The Department of Transportation’s (LADOT) recommendations for street reconfigurations have 
identified improvements along Main and Spring Streets as a pilot program.

The City has adopted the Mobility Plan to address the mobility needs citywide. DCP is currently 
in the process of updating the Central City and Central City North Community Plans 
(DTLA2040). LADOT has also been developing a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) at the 
citywide level. Relevant existing plans and planning efforts in process would contribute toward 
developing the overall framework of a mobility plan specifically suited to meet the needs of 
DTLA. According to the Department of Transportation, incorporating such elements into the 
City’s planning process will require a detailed analysis of DTLA’s existing infrastructure, future 
growth impacts, future system needs, and a funding strategy.

The development of a comprehensive DTLA mobility plan remains critical to understanding the 
future needs of an effective multimodal DTLA transportation network. The DTLA mobility plan 
should also function as a mechanism for identifying potential costs and viable funding strategies 
to ensure the actual build-out of the future local network. Additionally, developing the DTLA 
mobility plan is intended to place the City in a much more competitive position for securing 
Metro, state, and federal transportation funds moving forward.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Council AUTHORIZE the Department of Transportation 
(LADOT) and the Department of City Planning (DCP), with the assistance and cooperation of 
the Department of Public Works, to:

* Develop a capital improvement planning process for Downtown Los Angeles (DTLA) to 
assess and identify infrastructure improvements in keeping with future growth, as well as 
identifying funding strategies to support this new planning process;



• Conduct public workshops, through the Community Plan outreach process, that identify 
specific infrastructure needs regarding: improving access to transit and mobility services, 
providing safer multimodal travel options, and reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT);

• Evaluate, through the Community Plan program, the relationship between parking needs 
and VMT in DTLA that will be used to develop policies to promote increased access and 
connectivity, and improve parking management, while reducing VMT; and

• Authorize the Controller to transfer and appropriate Allocate $250,000 from the CD14 
Public Benefit Trust Fund to Fund 50Y in an account to be detennined by LADOT for 
Fiscal Year 2018-19 to cover the cost for consultant services to develop and execute an 
engagement strategy, define a project list, and identify a funding strategy for a DTLA 
capital improvement plan. •

• Direct LADOT to prepare and release a task order
consultant services to develop a funding strategy to implement infrastructure 
improvements that serve increased population growth, while satisfying sustainability 
goals and providing safe and attractive travel choices, subject to a Charter Section 1022 
determination.


